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∼ 

The domestic dog, Canis familiaris, was to the best of our knowledge the first 

domesticated animal. It was also the only domesticated animal to travel with ancient 

humans to each of the continents. Over thousands of years dogs have permeated into 

all human societies, becoming the incredibly diverse breeds we see today. To reach 

this stage the dog has gone through both the biological and cultural process of 

domestication. Here I explore the possible paths man and dog may have taken together 

to first create the oldest human-animal relationship. Advances in genetic and animal 

behaviour studies provide increasing evidence for novel mutations allowing wolves to 

adapt more easily to a new domestic niche when faced with an increasing 

anthropocentric world. 

 

To follow this I have provided a discussion on one of the breeds that travelled with us 

on one of the greatest feats of human migration, the colonisation of the South Pacific. A 

small, bandy legged dog, not much use for anything but food, this canine could easily 

be overshadowed in history by more accomplished breeds; the sled dogs of Siberia, the 

sight hounds of the Middle East, the herders and guarders of Europe or the loyal 

retrievers of North America. In actuality, tracing the journey of this domesticate helps us 

to work towards an answer to the mystery of the origin of the original Polynesian 

colonists. I also show how the closeness of man and dog persisted, entrenched in 

folklore and material culture, with this landrace only facing an untimely demise when it 

was usurped and genetically diluted by European breeds.  

∼ 
!
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1. Introduction  

 

“The!dog*human!relationship!is!arguably!the!closest!we!humans!can!

ever!get!to!establishing!a!dialog!with!another!sentient!life!form”!

*!James!Serpell!(1995:!2)!

 

The question of what a dog is, where it came from and why they alone were 

granted such a special relationship with humans has been the topic of debate 

for centuries. I suggest we have reached a point in this debate where an 

interdisciplinary evaluation of current theories and evidence is long overdue. 

An understanding of the behaviour and evolution of dogs and humans is 

essential to unravelling our intertwined history. In the first section of the paper I 

deal with a number of favourable hypotheses regarding dog domestication, 

debating their likelihoods and shortcomings, from a uniquely human scientist 

viewpoint. It soon becomes clear that communication between fields will be 

essential to make progress in future dog domestication studies.   

 

The second section of this thesis discusses an underdog of the ancient breed 

world, better known as the Poi or Kuri dog, which accompanied humans on 

their last great colonisation event, into the South Pacific. The vast majority of 

my inspiration and information is based on the work of Margaret Titcomb, 

who, on behalf of the Bishops Museum Library Honolulu, Hawaii, collated 

essentially all the information available on the history of dogs in the South 

Pacific at the time (Titcomb 1969). A notable amount of Titcomb’s original 
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research and sources is based on personal interviews and therefore exists 

only under Titcomb’s interpretation and translation. Despite these limitations, 

from the available resources I hope to create in the mind of the reader an 

image of this forgotten canine. Most of all, I hope to weaken the belief that the 

Polynesian dog was only of use to line the stomachs of those who raised 

them. This interpretation of the literature rather overlooks a much closer 

relationship with these dogs; one where women suckle them as children; 

where dogs are sacred household deities, the heroes of folk tales, the 

inspiration for art, and where the death of a man’s dog must be avenged with 

violence and honour.   

 2. What is a Dog – Definitions of Domestication  

 

How does one differentiate between a wild and domesticated animal? We 

could suggest fearlessness around humans, yet we see this characteristic in 

the likes of animals with island naïveté (Cooper et al. 2014), usually much to 

their detriment like the unfortunate dodo (Quammen 1996: 205), but we would 

not consider them domesticated. We could add the requirement of the 

willingness to breed in captivity, one of the key components keeping 

otherwise tameable animals, like cheetahs (Clutton-Brock 1999: 199), from 

being domesticated; yet, we see many captive zoo animals tolerate their 

keepers and breed successfully, and we wouldn’t label them as domesticated. 

A domesticated animal requires a role within society. The only successfully 

domesticated mammals are those that are economically viable (Clutton-Brock 

1999: 32) and evolutionarily speaking there must have been a cost to benefit 
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equation at play when dogs became part of human history. After the costs of 

care and feeding, ‘domestic animals are essential sources of food, labour, 

transportation and clothing – all essential items for society’ (Wang & Tedford 

2010: 153). It is also necessary to highlight the biological nature of 

domestication. There is widespread neotony seen in all domesticated animals 

(Coppinger & Smith 1983); the isolation of domestic animals from their wild 

types; and purposeful human interference with breeding, all of which severely 

alters not only the accessible gene pool but also which genes and phenotypes 

are favoured.  

 

This could seem quite a cold definition to associate with the domestication of 

the dog, as solely an animal isolated from its wild progenitor for the benefits it 

could provide for people. It does not do justice to the complicated combination 

of nature and culture found in the phenomenon of domestication, the potential 

implications of the ownership of animals on social relations (Russel 2007; 

Driscoll & MacDonald 2010) or the skill of care that comes from raising 

animals. Russel (2007) goes so far as to consider animal domestication a 

form of kinship, not only in regards to its social construction and biological 

roots but also in how difficult it is to define and study as a concept. The dog 

particularly lends itself to this interpretation considering the way it has been 

brought into the domestic sphere as a family pet (Johnson 2009; Shipman 

2010) but also, as I will discuss, in regards to being granted burial after death.  

 

Dogs are either considered to be a species in their own right, Canis familiaris, 

or a subspecies of the grey wolf as Canis lupus familiaris (Wang & Tedford 
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2010: 65). Linnaeus classified the domestic dog as Canis familiaris in 1758 

(Lord et al. 2014: 195), sharing the Canis genus with wolves, coyotes, and 

jackals.  Now, Linnaeus was not of the idea that these species were related; 

he matched animals by similarities in their morphology and in this case 

Linnaeus grouped animals with forty-two teeth (Coppinger & Coppinger 2006: 

279). From here, with the gradual acceptance of the theory of evolution and 

natural selection it was realised that the Canis genus shared a common 

ancestor. Honacki (1982) therefore suggested that it would be more accurate 

to describe the dog as Canis lupus familiaris, in order to highlight its 

evolutionary origins.  

 

Has the domestic dog really diverged enough from the wolf to be considered 

its own species? The vast majority of other domestic animals are not granted 

this distinction from their wild counterpart (Gentry et al. 2004). Domestic dogs 

do present a higher level of phenotypic variation than any of the other 37 wolf 

subspecies1 (Wilson & Reeder 2005) but do not fit many of the criteria for 

being described as a species (Ridley 2004: 351-356); for instance dogs can 

still produce viable, fertile offspring when hybridised with wolves 2 . The 

Coppingers may have the most practical categorisation for the domestic dog, 

in that we should acknowledge the extremely close genetic relationship it 

holds with the wolf, but also accept it has experienced at least 10,000 years of 

almost completely isolated breeding and now occupies an entirely different 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Disputes remain over the subspecies status of the Italian wolf, Iberian wolf and the Egyptian 

jackal (Bradshaw 2011: 292-293; Mitchell 2015)  
2 Fédération Cynologique Internationale recognises two breeds of wolf-dog hybrid origin: 

Saarloos Wolfdog and the Czechoslovakian Wolfdog !
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niche to the wild wolf. When we say the dog evolved from the wolf, what we 

really mean is that it came from a wolf-like ancestor (Coppinger & Coppinger 

2006: 273; Wang & Tedford 2010: 65-67); it is essential to keep in mind that 

modern wolves have changed morphologically and behaviourally over time 

too.  

 

How Dog - Domestication Theory  

!

The dog holds a very special position within human history; it was the first 

domesticated mammal and the only domestic animal to accompany humans 

to every continent in ancient times (Oskarsson et al. 2011). Whilst it has long 

been known and accepted that the wild ancestor of the dog is the wolf, 

pinning down the mechanism(s) by which this occurred has proven difficult. 

This is not from lack of interest; one of the difficulties within this field of study 

is the sheer volume of readings available. A second is its interdisciplinary 

nature. It is not unusual to find veterinarians playing at archaeologist, animal 

behaviourists and geneticists turning to anthropology, and many everyday 

dog-owners wading into the subject. This has made for numerous convincing 

theories, but often with few facts on which to base them, not to mention some 

questionable interpretations of the literature (Savolainen 2007: 21). I propose 

to dissect here a few of the main, most popular theories, discussing the merits 

and pitfalls of each.  
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The main argument is directed towards establishing the level of intentionality 

present throughout the domestication of the dog. One theory is the belief that 

it was entirely human selection (Serpell 1996; Grandin & Deesing 2014) by 

the adoption of wolf cubs and the purposeful breeding of desirable individuals 

with a clear level of ownership. Desirability could have been based on 

aesthetics or behaviour. Others argue it was purely natural selection at work 

(Budiansky 1992; Coppinger & Coppinger 2004), a result of the wolf adapting 

to an anthropogenic niche created by the life-style of humans. Further 

theories (Crockford 2006; Jensen 2007; Morey 2010) suggest naturally 

occurring variation in physiology and cognitive abilities between wolves living 

close proximity to people made some of them predisposed to successful 

domestication.  

 

Adoption  

!
!
Perhaps the most ‘obvious’ theory one could imagine is one based on the 

intentional adoption of wolf puppies by early humans. A human, perhaps a 

hunter, discovers a wolf pup, and with no obvious signs of adult wolves 

around takes it back with them to their group where it is raised among 

humans (Grandin & Deesing 2014: 1). Although we cannot prove that pet-

keeping was present in ancient hunter-gatherers, we do know that a notable 

number of hunter-gatherer ‘traditional’ societies provide us with examples of 

animal ‘ownership’ and taming events, including: ‘parrots, toucans, wild ducks, 

raccoons, small deer, assorted rodents, opossums and monkeys’ (Bradshaw, 
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2011: 49) to name a few 3 . This would suggest that humans have a 

widespread desire to keep young animals. It is beyond the scope of this thesis 

to pursue the motivations of this practice, but what is important in this 

discussion is to note its widespread existence. Those who support the 

adoption theory (Serpell 1995; Shipman 2010; Clutton-Brock 1999; Grandin & 

Deesing 2014) argue that these ethnographic examples from contemporary 

hunter-gatherer societies provide an insight into the behaviour of humans in 

the past, and through trial and error would have eventually produced a viable 

captive population of wolves and proto-dogs. In practice this theory could 

function even if tameness was achieved with only a few female wolves, which 

would then be able to breed with male wolves in the vicinity as well as with 

tame progeny. It is more unlikely that tame males would have been in a 

position to mate with more aggressive wild females (Crockford 2006: 101), 

and obtaining the subsequent offspring would have been an added obstacle.  

 

However, it is also the case that many of the animals procured from the wild 

by hunter-gatherer societies are rereleased later, or subsequently eaten, once 

they reach an unruly size or sexual maturity; they are not kept to produce 

generations of tamer animals and new individuals must be obtained from the 

wild (Bradshaw 2011: 51). This is likely a cause for why not one of these 

species exists in a domesticated form (Budiansky 1992: 23).  

 

The unfortunate reality of this theory is its purely hypothetical nature; any 

speculation on human behaviour and culture in the past cannot be proven 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3! See Galton 1865, Guppy 1958 and Cormier 2003 for further examples!
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purely based on present-day ‘traditional’ societies. Human behaviour aside, it 

would appear the fundamental difficulties in raising another species’ offspring 

have been over looked. Wolves are naturally fearful of humans, and in order 

to raise a wolf to tolerate human company it must be hand-reared and 

imprinted on humans before it reaches nineteen days old. In the wild, wolf 

pups only leave the den around three weeks old, too late to begin the 

socialisation and imprinting process (Lord 2013). In comparison a dog puppy 

can be socialised with humans up to sixteen weeks after birth and still fit 

competently into human society. After this socialisation window a dog or wolf 

is fearful and untrusting of new things, often to the point of aggression and 

violence. If wolf puppies were taken prior to naturally leaving the den, they 

would still have been reliant on their mother’s milk, with neither their eyes nor 

ears open yet (International Wolf Centre 2015). Caring for a puppy would 

have been costly, in terms of time, energy and resources. Even in modern day 

breeding hand rearing a puppy requires extensive round-the-clock care 

(Evans & White 1994: 101-117). It is difficult to imagine such an investment 

being made, particularly a number of times to overcome the high failure rate 

which likely accompanied the practice as in modern hunter-gatherer animal 

keeping (Budiansky 1992: 23). Even when raised by experienced handlers, 

within the recommended time frame, plenty of hand-reared wolves still have 

temperaments highly unsuited to human society (Packard 2003; Morey 2010: 

76): “No wolf is ever as tameable or trainable as a domestic dog” (Serpell 

1995: 258).  
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Self-Domestication  

 
Social Parasitism 

 

The Coppinger and Coppinger theory (2001) was inspired by observing feral 

dogs on human land fills; as humans became more sedentary their permanent 

settlements would have produced waste and wolves brave enough to make 

use of this easy food source would have had an advantage over more skittish 

or fearful wolves. Olsen (1985) suggested a similar theory, that hungry wolves 

edged closer to human ‘camps’, drawn by discarded cooked meat. The 

Coppingers’ hypothesize that eventually the humans would have become 

accustomed to these wolves living in close proximity, and wolves with 

particularly low aggression levels would probably have been more readily 

accepted (Larson & Burger 2013). These tamer wolves would then have 

passed on genes for low aggression and high human tolerance, but also had 

this behaviour reinforced by their environment. More aggressive wolves would 

have been driven away or killed. 

 

This idea of progressive, parasitic domestication has a number of merits; if 

wolves were scavenging around human settlements it would explain the 

decrease in size between dogs and wolves, the decrease in brain capacity 

and intelligence to suit the lifestyle of a scavenger (Schoenebeck & Ostrander 

2013). It would also lower the costs faced by the humans they began to 

interact with, as they wouldn’t require a high level of care like puppies. It could 

also be the case that the presence of the wolves would prevent the 
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encroachment of other predators on the human settlement whilst also 

providing protection to the wolves themselves (Olsen 1985: 18). In terms of 

biological fitness an incidental partnership between wolf and people would be 

more viable than adoption with no clear motivation.  

 

However, the Coppingers’ have overlooked a number of archaeological issues 

with their theory; they believe the domestication of the dog would require 

extensive agriculture to be in place, some time after 12,000 years ago 

(Coppinger & Coppinger 2001: 283), but these constraints ignore evidence for 

dogs from earlier times. The evidence for the earliest existence of ‘dogs’ 

mentioned here will be discussed under the topic of dog burials and genetics. 

Miklósi (2012: 96) also asks why domestication appears to have so few 

starting locations if wolves everywhere could have taken advantage of such a 

rich food source. This hypothesis would also suggests humans readily 

accepted a dump scavenger into their society (Wang & Tedford 2010: 165; 

Morey 2010: 72). Whilst we cannot disprove this occurring, the negative way 

scavenging and pest animals are treated and viewed by humans (Taylor & 

Signal 2009; Noske 2009: 354-60) would make this somewhat surprising.  

!

Symbiosis and Natural Selection 

 

Budiansky (1992) feels that most domestication theories focus too much on 

intentionality and the presumption of an end goal. Logically, if domestication 

of an animal were the end goal, why choose a predator as opposed to a prey-

animal, which would be easier to feed and provide higher returns of food, 
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textiles, transportation and labour? Budiansky argues therefore that it was a 

changing climate that drove many animals to move into a closer proximity to 

human activity and those that embraced being incorporated into human 

society gained an adaptive advantage. It was a case of moving from one 

niche to another out of necessity. Budiansky suggests that through 

domestication many species were saved from extinction, notably the horse 

(Budiansky 1997) and most likely the wolf too: “animals ‘chose’ us because 

we were a better deal in an evolutionary sense than the wild” (Budiansky 

1992: 165). Domestication was, by these criteria, the result of natural 

selection, and therefore lacked all intentionality.  

 

One suggested advantage would have been the ability for some dog 

ancestors to read human social cues better than other wolves, therefore 

reacting to human behaviour more effectively (Hare et al. 2002). New 

research from Range and Virányi (2015) suggests that wolves were already 

equipped with levels of social tolerance and social attentiveness suitable to 

encourage a cooperative relationship between people and wolves. They call 

this the Canine Cooperation Hypothesis. Their conclusion would imply that to 

have an advantage individual wolves would only have needed reduced fear 

levels and a longer socialisation window. Marshall-Pescini et al. (2015) have 

shown dogs out perform modern wolves in tasks requiring them to choose an 

appropriate rather than impulsive response, another trait that would be 

beneficial to cooperative behaviour. Wolves with this ability would have been 

prime candidates for domestication.  
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Whilst Budiansky (2000: 6) imagines dogs as ‘freeloaders’ taking advantage 

of an increasingly anthropogenic environment, Schleidt and Shalter (2003) 

theorise that wolves encroaching on human society caused selection to act on 

us. Instead of wolves making use of their ability to live in groups to read the 

behaviour of humans, their natural pack cooperation taught people to hunt in 

groups and increase their reliance on altruistic behaviours, like cooperative 

childcare. Whilst the idea of a ‘wolf pastoralist’ is a romantic ideal for 

symbiosis and co-evolution, there is yet to be any evidence to support this 

hypothesis.  

 

Physiology and Protodomestication 

 

Morey (2010) and Crockford (2006) believe domestication is a combination of 

conscious and unconscious selection from humans occurring along side 

natural selection (Crockford 2006: 46; Morey 2010: 74). Morey specifically 

identifies pedomorphosis (or neotony) and earlier sexual maturity as two key 

traits, suggesting people are more likely to select young, or merely young-

looking, animals to tame. Crockford (2006: 100) in addition suggests that the 

physiological changes were specifically differences in thyroid hormone 

physiology, which would produce more stress-tolerant individuals. Wolves that 

featured this stress-tolerance undergo what Crockford refers to as 

‘protodomestication’ making them acceptable candidates for domestication. If 

these supposedly calmer wolves bred as a closed sub-set of the population 

their offspring would all benefit from this adaptive trait, somewhat emulating a 

founder effect or similar speciation event (Crockford 2006: 46, 100, 107). In a 
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way this refers to the Coppingers’ suggestion regarding human-tolerant 

individuals and their lowered flight response, although the Coppingers specify 

this benefitted the wolves through access to a reliable food source. From here 

suitable wolves were able to ‘colonise’ a new ecological niche (Morey 2010: 

78).   

 

Whilst Crockford’s hypothesis is yet to be backed up with empirical evidence 

or a specific mechanism, there is a study that successfully links changes in 

another hormone, adrenaline, and tameness. D. K. Belyaev started what is 

now known as the farm-fox experiment in the late 1950s, when he was asked 

to breed a tamer fox for fur farming in Russia. Belyaev and his team selected 

the calmest and least aggressive foxes for breeding, hoping to make captive 

foxes more manageable. The result was an increase in ‘dog-like’ behavioural 

and developmental traits in addition to dog-like physiological traits; including 

reduced fear, earlier sexual maturity, curled tails, floppy ears (Belyaev 1979) 

and a wider variety of coat colours and patterns (Belyaev et al. 1981). The 

reduction in fear and the variety in coat colours have both been linked to 

lowered adrenaline levels, which is key to the hormonal fight or flight reaction 

(Wilkins et al. 2014). Correlated changes in pigmentation and fearfulness 

have subsequently been shown in several species (Jensen & Wright 2014: 

62-64). However, even after over 50,000 selectively bred foxes (Trut et al. 

2009) we are yet to see foxes that could truly be called domesticated. 

Perhaps it is the forced nature of the process and its lack of natural selection, 

or an unsuitability of the species, which is solitary by nature unlike the wolf. 

These foxes still lack key traits like trainability (Trut 1999) although it is 
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suggested they can read some human cues (Hare et al. 2005; Kukekova et al. 

2006; Trut 2009). It is important to note that this ‘experiment’ is instead better 

considered as a case study; it would be almost impossible to replicate and 

unfortunately, whilst the large scale of the experiment is clearly one of its 

greatest assets, it has also made controlling influential variables incredibly 

difficult. 

 

Breeds   

 

Whichever evolutionary or cultural mechanism was at play, after the initial 

domestication events, dogs evidently embedded themselves in human 

society. What followed was a diversification in dogs, a diversification which is 

mirrored by the cultural-technological evolution we see in humans as they 

begin to exhibit increasingly ‘modern’ behaviours (Miklósi 2012: 97). With the 

rise in cultural complexity of human societies, dogs were used and selected 

for different tasks to aid humans, including guarding, hunting, herding, 

transportation and eventually purely for companionship (Bradshaw 2011: 60; 

Lord et al. 2014: 195-236). Thus, by around 4,000-5,000 years ago humans 

had created the first ‘breeds’ (Harcourt 1974; Miklósi 2012: 101), each with 

distinctive phenotypic and, arguably, behavioural traits (Cluttonbrock 1999: 

40-49, Coppinger & Coppinger 2001: 19, 35, 199, 211, 221-224; Lord et al. 

2014: 195-236). The modern results are a truly remarkably level of 

morphological variation, unmatched by any other land mammal (Rimbault et 
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al. 2013). Nowhere else can we see anything to rival the forty-fold size 

difference between the Great Dane and the Chihuahua (Parker et al. 2010).  

 

When and where dog - Genetic evidence for timing and 

location of dog Domestication  

!
!
Around 400,000 years ago at least three species of the genus Homo, made 

their way out of Africa (Finlayson 2005) and spread into the territory of the 

wolf in Eurasia. Considering the vast overlap in time and geographical area 

between hominids and the first domesticate, how do we pinpoint when and 

where this process began? Over the last decade improvements in modern 

evolutionary genetics have been hailed as the solution. In theory, by tracing 

changes in genetic variation over time and space a model timeline could be 

created for the evolutionary process of any species, including the 

domestication of the dog. The sequencing of the dog genome ended years of 

debate regarding the relationship between the dog and the wolf. As far as 

their DNA is concerned, dogs are wolves, 99.96% wolf to be more precise 

(Bradshaw 2011: 3). Despite speculation that a number of species could have 

contributed to the dog, including the jackal (Lorenz 20024), the coyote, or a 

combination Canidae species, current evidence strongly suggests that the 

wolf is the only ancestor of the domestic dog (Savolainen 2006: 120).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Lorenz later retracted this theory in favour of wolf-based origins (Bradshaw, 2011: 6) 
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It came as no surprise that dogs were the fifth mammal to be genetically 

sequenced (Wang & Tedford 2010: 160); it highlights the special place dogs 

hold in human society and the extent to which dogs have been specifically 

genetically isolated to express well defined breed ‘stereotypes’ means they 

can be used to locate the loci of genes relating to specific phenotypes (Boyko 

et al. 2010; Rimbault & Ostrander 2012). This has promising applications for 

research into development and medicine. Due to the wide-ranging variation 

between breeds, we can investigate all manner of morphological traits, 

notably skull size and shape (Rimbault & Ostrander 2012; Schoenebeck et al. 

2012; Schoenebeck & Ostrander 2013), coat colour (Cadieu et al. 2009) along 

with leg length and body size (Rimbault & Ostrander 2012; Rimbault et al. 

2013). Although in other aspects the inbreeding of pedigree dogs has a 

negative effect on canine welfare (Calboli et al. 2008; Pedigree Dogs Exposed 

2008; Brandow 2015: 237-248), by sequencing these almost genetically 

homogenous dogs we can identify genes related to inherited diseases which 

can then be used to aid the identification of diseases in humans. Canine 

compulsive disorder in Doberman Pinschers has been linked to a single 

cadherin, CDH2, which is now being used as a starting point to investigate the 

very similar obsessive-compulsive disorder in humans (Dodman et al. 2009).  

 

Whilst the sequencing of the dog genome has been revolutionary in many 

ways, it has yet to provide the conclusive answers on dog domestication. Due 

to the complex nature of modelling evolutionary processes it has arguably 

created more controversies than reliable evidence. Often these studies do not 

lend themselves to easy comparison; a number of studies have been 
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criticised for their sampling, both for dog and wolf populations (Miklosi 2012: 

110); wolf subspecies are so geographically varied and highly mobile that 

often a number of genotypes are missing from these studies. For example, 

studies that conclude a European or Middle Eastern origin for domestication 

(vonHoldt et al. 2010; Thalmann et al. 2013) are missing sufficient samples 

from South East Asia. This is notable considering previous work by Pang et 

al. (2009) found that dogs in East Asia had the highest level of genetic 

diversity, a key sign for suggesting a founder population in or near China 

(Underhill 1997; Oskarsson 2011; Ding et al. 2012; Oskarsson 2012), whilst 

Olsen and Olsen (1977) have pushed South East Asia as the origin for the 

last four decades from the archaeological record.  

 

Secondly, criticisms arise based on the choice of genetic testing favoured 

when studying dogs. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is often used due to its 

direct maternal inheritance without recombination and its relatively high 

mutation rate. These tend to rely on extremely small marker sets (Larson et 

al. 2012), which are easier to work with (Oskarsson 2012), but leaves a large 

proportion of the dogs’ 2.4 billion DNA bases unanalysed. With the decreasing 

costs of DNA sequencing hopefully this obstacle will be overcome in future 

studies. mtDNA can also only show when the last dog-wolf hybridisation 

occurred; this is to say, if dogs were domesticated in South Asia as 

suggested, but later hybridised with female European wolves we might only 

find European mtDNA in a given sample. This issue was seen when studying 

pigs, which had originally been domesticated in Asia, but had been heavily 

hybridised with European wild boar, obscuring their true point of origin (Larson 
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& Burger 2013). The big controversy caused by mtDNA (Wang & Tedford 

2010: 160) was the Vilá et al. 1997 paper, which proclaimed the 

domestication of the dog began 100,000 years ago, not 10,000-30,000 years 

ago as suggested by archaeological records. This discrepancy is enormous, 

and can be explained by the inappropriate mutation rate used by Vilá et al 

(Miklosi 2008: 110-111). By using the mtDNA mutation rate between wolves 

and coyotes, which split one million years ago (Wang & Tedford 2010: 160), 

the team greatly overestimated the divergence time for dogs. Understandably, 

those without knowledge of genetics still understandably cite this paper over a 

decade later, as it was a well-publicised paper in mainstream media.  

 

It would appear Vilá et al. used this mutation rate to overcome the inaccuracy 

of molecular clocks when used to study time periods as short as 30,000-

15,000 years (Ho & Larson 2006). More conservative estimates made by 

Savolainen et al (2002), Ding et al. (2012) and Larson et al. (2012) suggesting 

15,000 years ago as the accepted time for domestication is, for now, the most 

widely accepted (Wang & Tedford 2010: 160). It is hoped with the inclusion of 

more geographically diverse wolf samples, both modern and ancient, the 

popular hypothesis for a South East Asian origin can be upheld or disproven. 

 

!
!
!
!
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When and where dogs - Archaeological evidence for the 

timing and location of dog domestication  

 

Evidently there is still progress to be made within genetics before concrete 

answers can be provided. To provide physical evidence for the genetic 

timeline archaeologists have been investigating the fossil remains of dogs, 

wolves and suspected intermediate dog-like canids. By studying not only the 

physiology of the specimen for signs of domestication but also the context of 

the fossils we can begin to piece together when dogs began to take shape 

and their place in human culture. In terms of context we are referring to 

evidence of the purposeful burial of dogs and wolves but also evidence of 

them outside the natural range of the wolf (Udell & Wynne 2008; Larson et al. 

2012). Since the purposeful burial of conspecifics is unique to anatomically 

modern humans, and possibly Neanderthals, the occurrence of burials in early 

hominids is generally accepted as evidence for behavioural modernity 

(Wadley 2001). By placing this importance on burial we can relatively 

confidently suggest that ‘nothing signifies the social importance that people 

have attached to dogs more conspicuously than their deliberate interment 

upon death’ (Morey 2006).  

 

Distinguishing dogs from wolves within the archaeological record can be very 

difficult, despite attempts to provide thorough morphological and statistical 

guides for this purpose. In fact it can be extremely difficult to distinguish many 

species of canidae that inhabit similar geographical ranges, such as coyotes 

(Canis latrans), foxes (Vulpes spp.) and the dhole (Cuon alpinus) (Morey 
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2010: 40; Larson et al. 2012). Whilst we can look for peadomorphic traits, 

particularly a shorter snout and crowded teeth, as signs of domestication this 

is easily mistaken for a juvenile wolf, sexual dimorphism in wolf sub-species 

(Musil 2000: 21-28) or climatic size variation due to Bergmann’s Rule (Dayan 

1994). Additionally there was likely continuous interbreeding with wild wolves 

for many generations, maintaining a morphology that is indistinguishable as 

distinctly ‘dog’. 

 

The earliest generally accepted fossil evidence for dogs is around 14,000 

years old (Oskarsson 2012). Reliable archaeological specimens supporting 

this estimate are the Natufian sites in Israel at 11,500 years old (Davis & 

Valla, 1978; Dayan, 1994; Tchernov & Valla, 1997); the German Bonn-

Oberkassel dog at 14,000 years old (Nobis 1979; Street 2002); Eliseevichi, 

Russia around 13,000-17,000 years ago (Sablin & Kchlopachev 2002); 

Kesserloch cave, Switzerland over 14,000 years ago (Napierala & Uerpmann 

2010); then two sites claiming their specimens are over 30,000 years old in 

Goyet Belgium (Germonpré et al. 2009) and Razboinichya Cave, Siberia 

(Ovodov et al. 2011).  

 

The Davis and Valla (1978) find is of particular importance, as their Ein-

Mallaha site revealed a human burial which contained the skeleton of a 

puppy. The puppy’s skeleton had the hands of the human skeleton resting 

upon it. This has been taken as proof of an affectionate, rather than utilitarian 

relationship between man and dog from around 11,000 years ago. The 

following Tchernov and Valla (1997) paper based on Hayonim Terrace 
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documented two more cases of dogs being buried with people, strengthening 

the case that at least in this region dogs meant enough to humans to be part 

of their burial practices.  

 

Archaeological evidence helps keep genetic estimates realistic; although it is 

not unlikely dogs were domesticated earlier than the record shows. What 

archaeology can accurately show however is the distribution of dogs following 

domestication; Larson et al. (2012) were able to produce a map using fossil 

findings to show how long it took dogs to spread across the globe, from at 

least 10,500 years-ago across mainland Eurasia to 1,500 years-ago in South 

Africa.  

3. Dogs in The South Pacific  

 

In the thousands of years that followed dog domestication wherever humans 

went, dogs surely followed. I have chosen to highlight this by discussing the 

journey and presence of the domestic dog in one of the most remote and 

isolated places ancient humans dared to venture; the islands of the South 

Pacific5.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!The ‘South Pacific’ will be used synonymously with ‘Polynesia’, the triangle of islands from 

Hawaii down to Easter Island and across to New Zealand, but with a little geographical 

flexibility (Gamble 2013: 284). This is accepted practice for discussing this part of the world, 

especially when relying on historical texts.  

!
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The colonisation of the South Pacific is one of the most impressive feats of 

migration in human history. Except for Madagascar and Iceland, these were 

the last islands to be colonised by people anywhere in the world (Gamble 

2013: 284-295). As part of this colonisation, a journey of thousands of miles at 

sea in canoes to unknown land, it was considered appropriate to bring dogs. 

The tale of the dog in the South Pacific is often an overlooked one; this 

particular and apparently peculiar strain of domestic dog was already extinct 

by the mid to late 1800s. Prior to this very few visitors to this part of the world 

deemed it necessary to comment at length on such an animal. Regardless, in 

this section I intend to use what we know of the Polynesian dog to explore the 

role of the dog in a society where additional animal dependents would, at first 

glance, appear detrimental. The ecology of the islands provides no role for the 

dog as a hunter; no predators big enough to need guards; no considerable 

land distances for pack dogs to traverse; no other domesticates to herd; and 

ample alternative food resources are available from the sea. Despite this, the 

dog persisted on these islands and had a variety of roles in the culture of the 

people who brought them there.   

 

Much of the material on this topic comes from Hawaii, Samoa and New 

Zealand but discussion of dogs on other islands will be included where 

possible. It would appear that some islands never had dogs; perhaps they 

were eaten en route, or they went extinct some time in antiquity and we are 

yet to find any archaeological evidence of their existence. Luomala (1960a) 

also presents the agreeable criticism that much of the literature on this subject 

is unquestioned second or third-hand interpretations of comments by 
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explorers, not scientists or anthropologists. Many are not even referring to 

pure Polynesian dogs, but to those that have hybridised with European dogs. 

On a similar note some original sources by native authors may have changed 

details to suit European tastes, namely the dislike of eating dogs; His 

Hawaiian Majesty Kalakaua (1888) makes no mention of dog meat for human 

consumption or ritual offering throughout his book of traditional Hawaiian 

folklore, when older ethnographic evidence would suggest it was highly 

favoured by chiefs especially for celebrations and offerings. With this in mind I 

will discuss the breed with as much breadth and accuracy as the sources will 

allow.  

 

The Polynesian Dog 

!
!
“The!dogs!are!in!general!useless!for!anything”!

!*!Macrae!(1922:43)!

!

Phenotypic and behavioural description 

 

The South Pacific dog, from the few descriptions we have, was not a noble 

creature. By all accounts these dogs are noticeably small, often likened to a 

terrier or a turnspit6 (Forster 1777: 188; Cook, 1786 Vol 3: 118; Wood-Jones 

1929; Wood-Jones 1931; Luomala 1960a), but without the same level of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 The turnspit or ‘turnspete’ (Bradshaw 2011: 64-65) was a breed described between the 16th 
and 19th centuries; it was small enough to run in a wheel that turned roasting meat on a spit 
above a fire 
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utility. The coats are said to have come in a variety of colours, in long- and 

short-haired varieties (Luomala 1960a; Luomala 1960b: 191; Titcomb 1969: 

6). White was a desirable coat colour [Fig 2]. It was rare to see dogs with drop 

ears (Forster 1777: 189; Luomala 1960a); this was considered an undesirable 

trait (Titcomb 1969: 2-3), Titcomb comments: ‘hanging ears were not 

considered the sign of a good dog’ (1969:3). There may have been a number 

of variations of the Polynesian dog, but only the New Zealand Kuri has been 

described as notably different to the Hawaiian dog, usually being of bigger 

stature and more often exhibiting a long-haired coat (Luomala 1960b: 191; 

Clark 1997).   

 

Most interestingly perhaps are the consistent descriptions of these dogs’ 

commonly possessing bowed front legs (Wood-Jones 1931; Titcomb 1969: 4, 

37, 48). It is certainly worth considering that this could be an expression of 

osteochondrodysplasia, hypochondroplasia (dwarfism in the legs) or an 

antebrachial growth deformity; these conditions often have a genetic basis, a 

link to nutritional deficiencies or a combination of the two. A few modern 

breeds, such as Skye Terriers (Gough & Thomas 2004: 147), can develop 

bowed or twisted legs due to a faulty gene causing interrupted and uneven 

bone development. Alternatively, considering the dogs were fed mainly on 

starchy root vegetables like taro and yams it is possible they were suffering 

from rickets or secondary nutritional hyperparathyroidism, which are both 

linked to restrictive diets, and particularly diets low calcium (Pettifor 2004; 

Cunningham et al. 2011). We already have evidence that the diet of these 

dogs was restrictive enough to affect other parts of their physiology; Svihla 
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(1957) found an unusually high prevalence of dental carries in the teeth of 

Hawaiian dogs and linked their tooth decay to a diet high in sugar and starch. 

Wood-Jones (1931) had previously described the cranium of the Hawaiian 

dog, presenting ‘primitively large’ teeth and signs of jaw muscle atrophy more 

suited to mastication of a soft vegetable diet. Whatever the cause of this 

physiological inconvenience, it apparently left the dogs slow and poor runners.  

 

The dogs of Polynesia seldom, or could not, bark (Forster 1777: 189; Luomala 

1960a; Titcomb 1969: 48). Nor did they howl, yodel or sing as other bark-less 

dogs do, like the basenji, New Guinea singing dog or the dingo (Callander 

1766-1768: 236; Stone 1879: 69-70), much to the surprise of the Europeans 

who encountered them:  

 

“I!know!of!no!race!of!human!beings!unable!to!speak,!and!when!I!first!

heard!of!a!class!of!dogs!unable!to!bark,!I!was!exceedingly!incredulous,!

for!I!imagined!both!equally!natural!gifts.!But!these!animals!can!only!

whine!and!yelp,!and!this!they!do!in!the!most!piteous!tones!imaginable”!*!

Stone!(1879:!93*94)!

 

Some Polynesian dogs apparently learnt to bark, perhaps due to interactions 

with European dogs; a similar scenario can be seen in modern day kennels 

when bark-less dogs learn this noisy trick from their kennel mates, often much 

to their owner’s dismay (Yin 2002). Interbreeding with European dogs may 

also have provided them with this ability.  
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Polynesian dogs were highly fearful and often displayed anxious rather than 

confrontational behaviours (Luomala 1960b: 191; Titcomb 1969: 2). This type 

of temperament is often the result of poor socialisation in the early stages of a 

puppy’s life, as they do not learn to be tolerant of new circumstances or 

people. This is one possible explanation, although there are very few 

comments on the raising of the dogs, aside from the frequent breastfeeding of 

puppies by Polynesian women (Lyne 1885: 34; Titcomb 1969: 24).  It was 

seemingly agreed that these were not intelligent dogs (Wood-Jones 1931; 

Luomala 1960b: 191; Coren 2005: 139) or in Forster’s blunt words, “They are 

exceedingly stupid [. . .] and lazy beyond measure” (1777: 189). In modern 

terms we would likely categorise them as a breed with low-drive, low-

aggressivity and low-reactivity (Bradshaw 1996), terms generally associated 

with non-working breeds and lap dogs.  

 

It is unlikely that a line of the Polynesian dog has survived to modern times 

without some level of admixture with European dogs, which had been 

introduced by the Spanish and the English around the 18th Century (Newell 

2010: 100, 213). Attempts were made in the 1960s by Jack L. Throp of 

Honolulu Zoo, Hawaii to recreate the Hawaiian Poi dog (Coren 2005: 139), 

much like the ‘TaurOs’ project to recreate the Aurochs in Europe (Goderie et 

al. 2013). This is achieved by breeding animals unrelated to the original 

species, but similar enough in morphology to recreate a representation of the 

original. Extracts from the Honolulu Advertiser imply the project began in 1967 

with at least one ‘Poi dog’ present at the zoo from 1969 [Fig 3]. Within one of 
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these excerpts there is the phrase ‘Poi dog has 16 puppies’ [Fig 3 c.], but as 

‘Poi’ dog was a common name for mongrels and small terriers are physically 

incapable of carrying 16 puppies to full-term, this is unlikely a reference to 

Throp’s dogs. The last mention of this project is by Titcomb (1969: 23), 

complete with a picture of a bitch bred by Throp [Fig 1. d]. It is unclear why 

the project failed to progress any further, although the zoo went through a 

significant expansion around this period and it is likely that dogs were not 

considered a high priority project.  
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Fig 1. Clockwise from top left a. Stuffed New Zealand Kuri. (Dominion Museum) b. 
Close-up of dog ‘New Zealand War Canoe’ (Luomala 1962) c. Close-up of dog ‘New 
Zeland War Canoe bidding defiance to the Ship’ (Luomala 1962) d. Bitch from Throp’s 
program at Honolulu Zoo (The Honolulu Advertiser, Titcomb 1969: 23) e. Close-up of 
dog “Double Canoes. Tipaerua” (The British Museum, Luomala 1960b) 
!

a.! b.!

c.!

d.!

e.!
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Fig 3. a-c. Extracts from Honolulu Advertiser & Star Bulletin (1929-1969) referencing Kapi’olani 
Park Zoo/Honolulu Zoo’s Poi dogs 
 

a.! b.!

Fig 2. a. ‘Hawaiian girl‘ Tirkanoff 1818 (The Conch Shell 1963) b. ‘Hawaiian girl with Dog’ Stanley, J. 
M.1849 (Bishop Museum) 
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The Origins of the Polynesian dog and Implications for 

Studies on Human Migrations 

!
The idea of using domesticates to investigate the path of human migration is 

not a new one. Wood-Jones (1929) was likely the first to consider the New 

Guinea Singing Dog for this purpose, but with only morphological features to 

rely on and an increasing level of hybridisation with European dogs this idea 

failed to gain momentum (Clark 1997). With access to modern genetics, there 

has been renewed interest in this area. Not only can we begin to map the 

Polynesian dog on the Canis lupus familiaris family tree but also its origins 

could provide details about the route the first Polynesians followed into the 

South Pacific. At present dating and establishing the birthplace of the 

expansion into Polynesia remains unresolved, with estimates based on 

carbon dating, archaeology, linguistics and genetics varying by from 5000 

years ago to 1 AD (Oskarsson 2011; Wilmshurst et al. 2011). Any additional 

information to solidify estimates or eliminate any of the numerous models is 

therefore of great interest. 

 

Key to identifying the Polynesian dog, we want to know if they are truly Canis 

lupus familiaris or perhaps a strain of Australian Dingo (Canis lupus [familiaris] 

dingo) [Fig 4a.] or New Guinea Singing Dog (Canis lupus [familiaris] dingo 

hallstromi) [Fig 4b-c]. The dingo presents somewhat of a mystery in world 

history, being the only piece of Neolithic culture to have reached isolated 

mainland Australia some time around 4600 years ago (Smith 2013: 205-206).  
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The New Guinea Singing Dog (NGSD) is a feral and reproductively isolated 

canid living in the forests of New Guinea (Flannery 1990: 32). It is 

physiologically very similar to the dingo, although much smaller and with a 

very unique ability to ‘sing’. Studies on the NGSD often appear skewed by a 

desire to prove their antiquity and legitimacy as a distinct species (Bulmer 

2001; Koler-Matznick et al. 2003; Koler-Matznick et al. 2007) despite 

inconclusive evidence, likely for conservation purposes, but archaeological 

evidence suggests they have been present in New Guinea for at least 2000 

years (Allen 1972). A mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analysis was performed to 

investigate the origins of all three by Oskarsson et al. in 2011. By looking for 

distinctive haplotypes or ‘allele clusters’ within the mtDNA this allows you to 

estimate how large a founding population may have been, whether there was 

gene flow or isolated breeding and which dogs world-wide share this ancestry. 

Pre-European contact samples were obtained from Hawaii, New Zealand and 

a.! b.! c.!

Fig 4. a. Dingo (Australian Dingo Foundation). b-c. New Guinea singing dog – 

‘Journey’ (Molly Sumner of Kihaku Canids)!
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the Cook Islands for the Polynesian dogs and these were shown to carry only 

two haplotypes, Arc1 and Arc2 (Oskarsson 2012, Oskarsson et al. 2011). 

Dingoes carried only the A29 haplotype or haplotypes one mutation away 

from A29, whilst NGSD presented A29 or A79, the latter of which is one 

substitution away from A29 (Savolainen 2004; Oskarsson et al 2011; Ardalan 

2012; Oskarsson 2012; Sacks 2013). Interestingly, these haplotypes are 

present only in South East Asian dogs, with no evidence for them west of the 

Himalayas, or in Taiwan or the Philippines. A number of models explaining the 

expansion into Polynesia have Taiwan as a likely island of origin, notably 

Diamond’s (1988, 2001) express train model. Oskarsson et al. (2011) feel 

their research disproves these theories, or at least confirm influence from 

other locations and cultures (Oskarsson 2012). As for the dogs, dingoes, 

NGSD and Polynesian dogs therefore likely shared an introduction route 

through mainland South East Asia, and then experienced separate founder 

bottleneck events preventing the addition of any new mtDNA haplotypes. 

Whilst this study unfortunately does not contain enough samples of 

Polynesian dogs to provide a precise estimate for the time of their arrival, it 

suggests a pre-Neolithic introduction from East Asia for all three canids, 

based on their reproductive isolation from other dog populations.  

 

It is certainly curious how the little Polynesian dog was so morphologically and 

behaviourally different from both the dingo and the NGSD [Fig 4] despite their 

shared ancestry, but this in itself highlights the versatility of the dog 

phenotype.  
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The Role of the Dog in the South Pacific  

Food 

 

There is no doubt that a main role of the dog in most Polynesian societies was 

to provide a source of food. When the dogs first arrived with the Lapita 

colonists it is doubtful they were a significant part of the diet (Kirch 2001: 149) 

as very few remains are found, especially in comparison to marine foods, but 

later ethnographic evidence suggests they were widely consumed. In some 

cases the word for food become synonymous with the word for dog: poi in 

Hawaiian and ‘ina’i in Tahitian (Pollock 1986). However, the impression 

should not be given that eating dogs was taken lightly or an everyday 

occurrence. Unlike in present day South East Asia where dog meat is a food 

associated with necessity and rural farmers (Podberscek 2009), dog meat 

was often reserved specifically for the chief’s table or celebratory feasts. 

Puppies were preferred, these were considered more succulent, although 

there are examples of islanders who ate only older dogs, which was apparent 

in the Gilbert Islands (Titcomb 1969: 51).  

 

Taking an evolutionary look at the consumption of these dogs, Driscoll and 

MacDonald (2010) conclude from Titcomb’s work that the dogs provided a 

channel through which to turn scraps and waste into valuable protein. Instead 

of the dogs being costly dependents by needing to be fed, they provide a 

profitable return to their owners.  
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On the topic of whether the dog is friend or food to the Polynesians, 

Podberscek (2009) provides an interesting study based on modern day South 

Korea, a country frequently criticised for its tradition of consuming dog (and 

cat) meat. Whilst the survey showed 70% of respondents saw no problem 

with consuming meat from dogs, they also made clear distinctions between 

dogs that were ‘pets’ and those that could be consumed. Many smaller breeds 

are kept as pets, whilst ‘yellow-furred’ dogs are denoted as food. Historically, 

dogs were not only raised for food, but some were used as guards; these 

were neither kept as pets in doors nor fattened for eating. I would suggest the 

Polynesians were more than capable of appreciating their dogs in both a 

companion role and as a source of food, but also that with increasing 

interbreeding with European breeds occurred they were more reluctant to 

consume ‘useful’ dogs.  

Dog Deities  

!
The dog never seemed to receive the same status of importance through the 

South Pacific as the pig did. It was not as valuable in terms of food, being less 

nutritious than a pig, which affected its importance in society. In Wamira the 

pig became a metaphor for controllable female sexuality with complex 

systems of ritualistic piglet exchange to maintain power in male-to-male 

relationships in a matrilineal society (Kahn 1986); nowhere do dogs appear to 

have become such an intrinsic part of the structure of society. Regardless, 

with a couple of examples I hope to provide an insight into the varied spiritual 

and ritualistic aspects of the dog in the South Pacific.  
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Hawai’i – Demon Dogs  

 

Dogs feature frequently throughout Hawaiian folklore, proverbs, fables, and 

even in children’s chants (Pukui 1943). An interesting dichotomy existed when 

it comes to how the dog is portrayed: the dog is sometimes a symbol of 

wealth and prestige, used to show status or a embody a noble warrior, whilst 

on the other hand the dog represented a thief, a lazy scrounger, often used as 

a comic scapegoat for poor fortune or omen of death (Green & Beckwith 

1926). 

 

A playful example of this is the tale of PuaPuaLenaLena, a kupua (shape-

shifting demon) (HHWM Kalakaua 1888: 259-265; Beckwith 1919: 661; Buffet 

& Buffet 1984); PuaPuaLenaLena, in the form of a dog, is a notorious thief, 

known for stealing alcohol. PuaPuaLenaLena uses his stealth to return the 

Kiha-pu magic conch shell to King Kiha in order to spare the life of his 

drunkard master who is held prisoner for PuaPuaLenaLena’s crimes. He is 

celebrated upon his return as a brave and loyal dog, having outwitted and out-

run bands of demon men, until he drops dead at the feet of the king and is 

mourned only by his old master.  

 

Samoa – Vessels of the gods 

!
Turner’s (1884) experiences in Samoa and the South Pacific as a missionary 

make special mention to the wide spread zoolatry in the region. Each house 

and individual was under the guidance of a particular god, and each of these 
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gods was then associated with an animal form. For a Samoan to 

subsequently eat or injure the animal incarnation of his god would be followed 

by “the god’s displeasure in sickness or death of himself, or some member of 

his family” (Turner 1884: 113). It was not unusual for a family’s household god 

to be in the guise of a dog, and this family would then abstain from consuming 

dog meat (Turner 1884: 17). 

 

‘Saleveo’ was a war god for a number of Samoan villages who was said to 

take the form of small white dog, perhaps in the face of the description of 

Polynesian dogs appearing cowardly. If the dog dashed ahead, wagging its 

tail and barking this was considered a sign of imminent victory; for the dog to 

retreat or howl would suggest defeat or great losses (Turner 1884: 49-51). 

Saleveo also had the ability to take the form of the moon, a great honour in 

Samoan culture, which relied on a lunar calendar; it is easy to see how a 

curled up white dog could be a visual metaphor for the moon.  

 

Dogs in Material Culture 

!
!
A great deal of Polynesian material culture was unfortunately produced from 

wood or vegetable fibres, and this has likely restricted what has been 

preserved in the archaeological record (Kirsch 2002: 217). Luckily, many dog 

based products made use of their teeth, which do preserve well and evidence 

can be found for a range of uses for dogs in material culture in early contact 

Polynesia. Below are a few items that show traditional uses and 

representations of the dog. Descriptions will be kept very brief; this section is 
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only to provide examples of dog-related objects rather than an in-depth study 

of Polynesian life and cultural practices.  

 

Dog teeth [Fig 5]  

!
There is extensive use of teeth throughout the South Pacific and dogs’ teeth 

are no exception. Fig 5a Shows one of 13 hula ankle rattles owned by the 

Bishop Museum, constructed from a total of 11,218 teeth, which would have 

required 2,805 dogs (Titcomb 1969: 15). Men wore these during traditional 

hula dance performances, although the teeth of pigs were also acceptable 

(Kent 1986: 135).  

 

We know that teeth were commonly used for jewellery by boring holes 

through each tooth and passing string or other connective fibres through 

them. Necklaces of dogs’ canine teeth could supposedly ward off evil spirits. 

Bracelets are more commonly found constructed from pig teeth; no dog tooth 

examples have been found which pre date the 17th century, so it is difficult to 

say if this was a use for dogs’ teeth in antiquity (Titcomb 1969: 16) 

 

Dog bones and teeth were one of the most commonly used items to construct 

fishhooks (Emory et al. 1959: 21). The fishhook shown in Fig 5c was carved 

out of a dog’s molar. Bird and pig bones were also used for this purpose.  

!

!
!
!
!
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!
Dog Hair [Fig 6] 

!
Gorgets (Breast Plates), or taumi, were a sign of military prowess and insignia 

of rank across the Society Islands [Fig 6c-d]. Usually these were fringed with 

feathers, but white dog fur was used when available (Rose 1993: 91-102). 

This is likely why on the Tuamotu Islands longhaired dogs were far more 

prevalent; by eating all the shorthaired puppies only those with long hair 

reached sexual maturity (Titcomb 1969: 32; Rose 1993: 102). Similarly, the 

longhaired Kuri dog of New Zealand was used to create hair fringing on 

cloaks and spears [Fig 6a,b].  

 

Figurative art [Fig 7] 

!
Figures representing the dog can apparently be found in both practical and 

artistic spheres in the Polynesian archaeological record. New Zealand hails 

more findings than most islands, with one of its oldest artefacts being a 

carved wooden dog [Fig 7c], which was found in Moncks Cave (Jacomb 

2008). Titcomb describes this particular artefact as a toy, but this doesn’t 

appear in any other literature on the object (1969: 46). Titcomb also provides 

a Maori carved bowl as an example of dogs carved into everyday objects 

(1969: 44).  

 

In Hawaii there exists a form of rock art referred to as petroglyphs, which are 

suspected to be between 900-300 years old (Stasack et al. 1996). Some are 

carved into the rock-face; others are produced with products like charcoal. 
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The most common animal depicted is the figure of a dog [Fig 7a]. In some 

cases, these images may also be depicting pigs, as there are few 

distinguishable features to these animals.  

 

The use of carved wooden figure-heads on Samoan canoes is described by 

Turner (1830: 165): ‘they had a figure-head with some rude device of a 

human figure, a dog, a bird, or some-thing else, which had from time 

immemorial been the “coat-of-arms” of the particular village or district to which 

the canoe belonged’. Canoes were used for war and peace missions, the 

figure head could therefore be used to identify enemies or allies. The dog was 

one of the animal forms for the Samoan god of war Saleveo, so his presence 

on a war canoe is logical. Interestingly Samoa has been noted as lacking in 

figurative art prior to European contact (Neich 1991), which could contradict 

Turner’s assumption this was a long-standing tradition.  

 

Pet keeping and Companionship 

!
“ka!’îlio!kahu!no!ka!’îlio!hae”!!*The!dog!who!has!a!master!is!the!dog!
who!barks!the!most!!(Hawaiian!proverb)!
!
!
Titcomb states there is ‘no evidence of companionship between man and dog’ 

(1969: 10). However, I believe this conclusion to be misleading, and very 

much influenced by the definition of a pet held by the European visitors and 

the later interpretations maintaining this view. Although they were untrained 

and often poorly looked after there appears to have been a stringent level of 

ownership over the dogs, and with women holding a particular closeness with  
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Fig 5.  
a. Hawaiian Hula Anklet (Bishop 
Museum)  
 
b. Dog-tooth necklace (Buck 1957: 
545)  
 
c. Dog-tooth fishhook (Bishop 
Museum)  
 
d. Dog-tooth Bracelet, assembled and 
dissembled (Bishop Museum) 
 
e. Dancing Men, Sandwich Islands 
(wearing a.) by Choris (Titcomb 
1969:14) 
 
f. Dancing men, Hawaii (wearing a.) by 
Weber for Captain James Cook 
(Titcomb 1969: 13) 

a.!! b.!! c.!!

e.!!d.!!

f.!!
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$

c.!

a.! b.!

d.!

Fig 6. a. Maori cloak with dog-hair trim, Angas, G. F 1847 (Titcomb 1969:41) b. Maori warrior holding 
spear with dog-hair fringe (Titcomb 1969: 43) c. Dog-hair taumi breastplate (Pitt Rivers Museum) d. 
Close up of hair fringing (Pitt Rivers Museum) 
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dogs and especially puppies. Almost all islands mentioned make note of 

women tenderly breast-feeding puppies, and even rocking them in cradles 

(Lyne 1884: 34, 60; Macrae 1922: 42). Breast-fed puppies were held in such 

high esteem they were strictly not to be eaten, so the action of suckling them 

served no practical purpose (Titcomb 1969: 9,10). I feel it is not unreasonable 

to suggest some of the male writers were looking for evidence of ‘man’s best 

friend’, and to find a relationship only between woman and dog was not 

Fig 7 a. Dog Petroglyphs at Nu’uanna, Honolulu Hawaii (Peter Faris). b. Maori dog-
shaped bowl (Dresden Museum; Titcomb 1969:44) c. Carved wooden dog (Canterbury 
Museum; Titcomb 1969: 46) 

a.!

c.!

b.!
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sufficient. Admittedly, Luomala (1960b: 120) writing at a similar time to 

Titcomb expressed that these dogs were ‘a companion, a pet, a scavenger, a 

sentinel and guardian and an aid in hunting and war’, but as to how many of 

these roles the dog fulfilled and to what extent this varied across the area of 

study.  

 

Dingoes and NGSD are frequently used for hunting7 (Flannery 1990: 32; 

Sillitoe 1998: 28), and the Kuri of New Zealand was apparently an efficient 

retriever (Anderson 1981), but are very few accounts of dogs being used for 

hunting else where in the South Pacific. This is likely due to the lack of 

suitable prey and a general reliance on marine food or other domesticates. An 

interesting query could be as to whether dogs depleted any animals worth 

hunting which may have been present originally, for instance birds which lay 

eggs on the ground (Anderson 1981). Mariner (1820: 265-266) mentions a 

cull of dogs in Tonga as they had ‘destroyed the game’. Invasive species 

elsewhere have certainly had this effect on native wild life, and the depletion 

of endemic species in Hawaii since its colonisation is extremely well 

documented (Sax & Gaines 2008), although, there is no mention if dogs had 

an impact.  

 

Even if dogs weren’t helpful companions, they were important pieces of 

property as Stone relays (1879: 219-221):  ‘A maliciously disposed native dog 

had been eating up two of the teacher’s chickens, and in consequence the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Whether they are a help or hindrance is up for debate, dingoes actually lower the success 
rate of a hunt (Bradshaw, 2011: 50) and New Guinea Singing dogs will often steal a kill 
(Sillitoe, 1998: 28)  
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teacher had shot the animal. [. . .] The leader stood before me, mad with rage 

[. . .] in revenge for the loss of the dog. [. . .] A younger son carried a fire-

brand, threatening to burn the house [. . .] a third son was armed with a club 

and several spears’. The loss of a dog was clearly not taken lightly.  

 

We can suggest there was a strong sense of ownership over dogs from a 

couple of examples. When a person died, it was not unusual to kill their dog 

and bury it with the owner (Wood-Jones 1931), sometimes wrapped in the 

same manner as a child. In the case where ‘a mother might select a puppy to 

be a companion and protector of her child’ (Titcomb 1969:10), if the dog died 

first, its teeth were made into a necklace [Fig 5b] so the spirit could protect the 

wearer (Titcomb 1969: 10). This was not always the case across Polynesia by 

any means, whilst it was common in Hawaii Clark (1996: 32-34) notes ‘in New 

Zealand no clear burial context [for dogs] is apparent’. Interestingly, dog 

graves outnumber those of pigs (Clark 1996: 32-33; Morey 2010: 150), 

despite the assumption that pigs were held in a higher regard in Polynesian 

culture. 
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Conclusion  

As suspected the topic of dog domestication benefits from, and arguably 

needs, an interdisciplinary platform for discussion. In this relatively brief 

overview I have touched upon genetics, anthropology, archaeology, 

demography, physiology, animal behaviour, psychology and history and I 

would encourage those from a variety of disciplines to continue adding to the 

domestication debate. The step away from theories based on human 

intentionality seems likely to continue as more researchers take into account 

the difficulties of predicting past human behaviour and the undeniable benefits 

to wolves that were able to take advantage of an anthropogenic niche.   

 

I believe this paper in general can and should be used as an example for 

future research relating to historical dog populations. Perhaps it could 

encourage further investigations on the dog in Africa, which has received very 

limited attention (Mitchell 2015), and the pre-European contact dog across the 

Americas. There may be a wealth of ethnographic studies with enough 

commentary on dogs to create an image of traditional dogs and their role in 

society. The Polynesian dog had no single essential role, yet it was still highly 

valued by individuals and often treated almost like a child. I feel it is these 

everyday accounts that could reveal more about the historical human-dog 

relationship than discussions involving breeds with an obvious function, and 

which might help us answer why we first allowed wolves to share our social 

sphere.  
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